
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IBM Rational Integration Tester, Rational Performance Test 

Server and Rational Test Virtualization Server QuickStart 
 

Start gaining the benefits of the full solution to automated integration 

testing and service virtualization 
 

 

 

Highlights 
 

 

 Enables you to rapidly start 

creating virtual services 

(stubs) to remove 

environmental dependencies 

 

 Provides validation of your 

full integration testing 

deployment through a 

controlled pilot 

 

 Includes skills enablement 

for up to ten users to enable 

self-sufficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rational Test Workbench offers professional test 

automation for functional, integration and 

performance testing. The automated integration 

testing component, Rational Integration Tester, 

delivers earlier end-to-end continuous integration 

testing across hardware, software and cloud-based 

dependencies.  

 

Rational Performance Test Server offers 

professional performance testing for integrated 

systems. 

 

IBM Rational Test Virtualization Server helps 

you in modeling and simulating real system behavior 

to eliminate application test dependencies and 

reduce infrastructure costs.  

 

With a scriptless wizard-driven authoring 

environment and 70+ technologies and protocols 

available it is uniquely positioned to accelerate test 

productivity and software delivery. 

 

The IBM RIT, RPTS & RTVS QuickStart service is 

a combination of planning, implementation, training 

and mentoring activities designed to get your 

integration testing and service virtualization solution 

operational as quickly as possible.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agenda / Solution Overview 

 

 

 

Day 1..5 

 

 

 

Day 6..10 

 

 

 

Day 11..13 

 

 

 

Day 14..23 

 

 

 

Day 

24..28 

 

 

 

Day 29..30 

Instructor led 

classes 

Planning 

workshop 

Installation and 

configuration 

Tests, stubs, 

domains  

Execution Conclusions & 

Recommendations 

The following assumptions apply to this service: 

 Focuses on adoption by up to ten users 

 Availability and access to your system and administrators 

 Virtual Services and domains are to be limited to what can realistically be created and 

executed within the timeframe 

Additional fees will apply if the following are required: 

 Deployment across multiple domains and environments 

 Integration of RIT to other applications 

 Extended scope of test and virtual service creation and execution (and/or extra users) 

 

 

 

 

QuickStart Service Activities 

30 days 

 

Training 

 Delivery of five days of instructor led 

training for your project team 

 

Discovery 

 Facilitated workshop to define 

priorities and goals 

 Planning the schedule for 

implementation 

 

Implementation 

 Infrastructure design for solution 

hosting 

 Installation and configuration of 

solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creation of Assets 

 Tests, stubs, domains and 

environments creation to support the 

pilot 

 

Pilot 

 Running a pilot (test and performance 

test execution and validation of stubs) 

 

Closure 

 QuickStart report including 

conclusions and recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discovery Training Implemen-

tation 

Creating  

Assets 
Pilot Closure 
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For more information 

To learn more about IBM Rational packaged service 
offering, IBM Software Services for Rational, or 
Rational products, contact your IBM representative 
or IBM Business Partner, or visit: 

ibm.com/software/rational/services 
 


